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MAXIMAL INEQUALITIES RELATED

TO GENERALIZED A.E. CONTINUTTY

BY

W. B. JURKAT1 AND J. L. TROUTMAN

Abstract. An integral inequality of the classical Hardy-Littlewood type is

obtained for the maximal function of positive convolution operators

associated with approximations of the identity in R". It is shown that the

(formally) rearranged maximal function can in general be estimated by an

elementary integral involving the decreasing rearrangements of the kernel of

the approximation and the function being approximated. (The estimate

always holds when the kernel has compact support or a decreasing radial

majorant integrable in a neighborhood of infinity; a one-dimensional coun-

terexample shows that integrability alone may not suffice.)

The finiteness of the integral determines a Lorentz space of functions

which are a.e. continuous in the generalized sense of the approximation.

Conversely, in dimension one it is established that this space is the largest

strongly rearrangement invariant Banach space of such functions. In partic-

ular, the new inequality provides access to the study of Cesàro continuity of

order less than one.

1. Introduction. In this paper we are interested in sharpening Lebesgue's

result that when/ G Lf^R), for almost every x:

h0-i["\f(x±t)-f(x)\dt^O       (A-»+<>). (1)
•'o

We interpret (1) as (two-sided) C, -continuity of / at x determined by the

C, -convergence of \f(x ± t) — f(x)\ to zero as / —» + 0, and consider weaker

summability methods such as Ca (0 < a < 1), or, more generally, those of

Wiener type defined by

h-í["<p(t/h)\f(x±t)-f(x)\dt->0       (A-+0), (2)

where 0 < <p G L(0, 1) and fl0<p(t) dt — 1.

If <p is increasing, the corresponding method is weaker than C, so that (2) is

stronger than (1). We use (2) to define (two-sided) <p-continuity of / at x and

seek those function spaces in which (2) holds a.e. for each element of the

space. It suffices to consider only those/which vanish outside (0, 1). We have

particular interest in those spaces which are rearrangement invariant; i.e., in

determining sufficient conditions which can be expressed in terms of f*, the
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decreasing rearrangement of |/|. (For our purposes, F* is defined for any

nonnegative F as an inverse of the distribution function determined by outer

measure.) We show that the best possible such condition is

(\*(t)f*(t) dt < +00, (3)

which determines the Lorentz space A^O, 1) [10]. In such spaces, it suffices to

establish, say, <p-continuity from the left a.e.

The (left) continuity property (2) for a nonnegative measurable / is de-

termined by convolution operators which approximate the identity; viz.,

(TJ)(x) = «-' C <p(t/h)f(x - t) dt       (h > 0). (4)

Through the work of Kolmogorov and Stein [9], [13], it is known that

convergence a.e. in a function space should, in general, depend upon weak-

type inequalities for the associated maximal function

MJ(x) = sup TJ(x). (5)
h>0

When <p = 1, this is the famous maximal function Mf of Hardy-Littlewood

[13, §10:18] which satisfies the fundamental inequality

(A//)*(l) < (MD(0 = f V('£) dt      (0 < £ < l). (6)

This inequality implies all of the relevant weak or strong estimates of Mf

needed in applications, and it is obviously desirable to find an analogue for

Myf. That this is indeed possible constitutes our main result (Theorem 1). In

the most interesting case where <p is increasing, it takes the form

(Ay )*(£) < A (Ay*)(|) = a£ <p*(t)f*(tt) dt (7)

for £ G (0, 1) and an absolute constant A > 0 (see Remark 3). The inequality

without the middle term is true in general; however, when <p is decreasing it is

well known and easy to show that M-f can be estimated by Mf. The deleted

inequality also holds for nonnegative/and q> without compact support, but in

the latter case restrictions on <p are essential (Theorem 3, Proposition 4).

We establish the deleted maximal inequality in a multidimensional version

which takes the same form and is optimal in various senses but, perhaps, not

final. However, our estimate for the multidimensional Hardy-Littlewood

maximal function is final within a constant factor and thus constitutes an

improvement over the usual weak-type inequality [16] (see also [15]).

For our applications we employ a "positive" version of the Kolmogorov-

Stein principle given somewhat abstractly (Theorem 5) in a form which
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suppresses requirements of linearity and continuity. (It deals with positive

operators depending upon a continuous parameter which commute with

translations while acting on a translation invariant function space of non-

negative functions having a suitable completeness property-viz., the existence

of an upper bound.) The resulting weak-type estimate of a restricted maximal

function is not only necessary for a.e. convergence, but is essentially sufficient

as well, and it is an easy consequence of our maximal inequality (Theorems 4,

6, Corollary 7).

For some recent alternative generalizations of the Hardy-Littlewood maxi-

mal inequality with associated applications, see the papers of Burkholder,

Caffarel and Calderón, Cordoba, and Fefferman and Stein listed in the

references.

2. A general maximal inequality. Let 911 (9H+) denote the class of (non-

negative) measurable extended real valued functions on the Euclidean space

of fixed dimension d, and \E\ (\E\J), the Lebesgue (outer) measure of a set

E Ç Rd. For any extended real valued function F defined on Rd, introduce

for each t > 0 the set ET = {x G Rd: \F(x)\ > t), the resulting distribution

function \ET\0, and the decreasing "rearrangement" F* defined by F*(Ç) =

inf{r > 0: \ET\0 < £} (£ > 0); F* is seen to be right continuous in the

extended sense. See [11, §5.4] and [4] for further discussion of this definition.

Denote by 7 the closed cube of unit side in Rd which is centered at the

origin with edges parallel to the coordinate axes.

Theorem 1. If <p G 9H+ with support in I, then for each f G 91t+, the

function

MJ(x) =   sup   f y(y)f(x - hy) dy       (x G Rd)
h>0   J

satisfies the following inequality for £ > 0:

(Ay )*(£) <aC <p*(At)r(t® dt<AÍ°° <p*(t)r(t¿) dt     (8)
•'o •'o

for an absolute constant A G [1, 3d].

Remark 1. The second inequality is trivial since A > 1. Monotonicity and

simple substitutions yield the following estimates for £ > 0:

min(l, r') C <P*f* < f°° <P*(t)r(t£) dt < max(l, £ "•) f°° <p*/*

which show that the integral on the right of (8) is either always finite or

always infinite. Thus the maximal inequality is nontrivial only when / ¥= 0

and <p (or <p*) is integrable since otherwise /~<p*/* = + oo.
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Proof. It suffices to assume that the right side of (8) is finite for all £ > 0.

We first restrict attention to « < S < + oo, indicating this by the superscript

(8) when it is relevant, and for a fixed 8 > 0, introduce the sets

ET= {x:M$sV(x)>t}        (t>0).

Now consider a t > 0 for which |7iT|0 > 0. Each x G ET may be considered

as the center of a cube of side « = h(x) < 8 for which

h" < hdr-lf <p(y)f(x -hy)dy = r"1 f <p(«-'(x - y))f(y) dy.     (9)

By a standard covering principle (e.g., [14, §1.6]), a disjoint sequence {7„}

of these cubes can be selected such that for an absolute constant A G [1, 3d],

\K\o<A^ I/J-4Ï K
n

where «„ is the side of 7„ with center xn.

Introducing

HN-  2   «„*   and   ifrOO-   2   ?(Vk-4

for A/ = 1,2.we have

¿7v < T"1/ VatOO/OO * < r-'Ç <pt(t)f*(t) dt,

but since the terms of the defining sum for tpN have disjoint support, for each

£>0:

<p¿(£) = inff « > 0:   2   \y: «p(V(^ " >0) > «I < i)
V n<N J

= inff a >0:   2   "„I? > «I < t)

= inf{a > 0: \<p > a\ < t/HN) = <p*(£/HN).

Hence

r < //„-■ f00 <p*(t/HN)r(t) dt = f00 <p*(t)r(tHN) dt.
Jo Jo

Now, as HN /* H > |2?T]0/.¿, there follows from the monotonicity of f* and

dominated convergence the estimate

t < f°° <p*(t)r(tH)dt < f°° <p*(/)/WloA4) «ft
-'o •/0

< /i f" <p*(>i0/*('|£Tlo) *,
•'o

which requires only the positivity of |7iT|0 and admits the possibility that |.ET|0

(or 77) is infinite.
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Next, if for some £ > 0, t0 = (A/,<S)/)»(£) (= inf{T > 0: |£T|0 < £}) is

positive, then when 0 < t < t0, |7iT|0 > £ > 0, and so from the preceding

inequality

r < A C <p*(At)r(t\ET\J) dt<A[°° <p*(At)f*(t£) dt;
•'o •'o

hence as r /< t0, there follows the estimate

T0 = (M? >/)*(£) < A f °° <p*(At)f*(tt) dt.

Finally as 5-» + oo, M£sf—> MJ pointwise and the continuity of outer

measure gives the corresponding pointwise convergence of the "rearrange-

ments"; the desired inequality (8) follows.

Remark 2. The constant A appearing in (8) is precisely that required for

the covering principle and is thus universal for all <p with support in 7. If

instead <p has support in c7 for some c > 0, it is straightforward to verify that

the corresponding inequality with the same A will be as follows:

(MJ)*(& < AcdC y*(Acdt)r>(ti) dt
Jo

<Acd(°° <p*(t)f*(tÇ) dt        (if c > 1).
•'o

For more specialized <p and/, the covering argument of Walker [15] may be

used to obtain A = 2d, in which case our upper estimates for MJ both agree

with and extend those obtained by him. In dimension one, A = 1 is achiev-

able for a large class of <p. The analysis is rather involved and will be deferred

to a subsequent paper. Extensions to <p without compact support will be

considered in the next two sections.

Remark 3. In dimension one, the maximal inequality is optimal in the

following sense:

When 0 < <p increases and 0 < / decreases on J = (0, 1) and both vanish

elsewhere, then for £ G J,

(MJ)(£) = Jf! <p*(t)r(t0 dt = (Ay)*(£); (10)

hence, for such <p, the integral in (8) equals (Ay*)(£) for arbitrary f G 9H+

with support in J. (See also the discussion of (7) in the introduction.)

To prove (10), observe that using monotonicity and the supports of <p and/

we have for £ > 0 the inequalities

f' (p(/)/(£ -th)dt< f ' <p(t)M - ¡0 dt       (0 < « < £)
•'o •'o
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and

«-1 f( <p{th"')/(£ - 0 dt < r1 /%(*-')/(€ - 0 A       (A > £);
■'O ■'O

thus the maximum over « is attained when h = £. This establishes the left

equality in (10) and the right follows from the observation that the integral is

a decreasing continuous function of £.

3. Extensions of the maximal inequality. If instead of Ay we consider for

/G91L+,

LJ(x) =   lîirT   f <p(y)f(x - hy) dy

then the more precise Vitali covering theorem can be used to replace the

covering principle employed in the proof of Theorem 1. As a result, the

constant A can be replaced by unity, and except for the corresponding

changes, the same proof yields

Theorem 2. If <p G 9It+ with support in I, and f G <3lt+ then

Jrcc
<p*(t)r(to dt   « > o).

o

We next relax the requirement that <p have compact support. For <p G 9H+

without compact support, let

<p(x) =    sup   <p(y)       (x<ERd)

define its decreasing radial majorant <p. We say that <p is integrable at infinity

if for some T > 0, S\x\>t <f>(x) dx < + oo. (The importance of <p for conver-

gence a.e. was first demonstrated by Calderón and Zygmund [3] who consid-

ered the case when <p is integrable over Rd.)

Theorem 3. 7/ <p G 91c+   has a decreasing radial majorant <p which is

integrable at infinity, then 3A(<p) < + oo such that V/ G 91t+ :

(MJ)*(t) < A(<p)Ç œ*(i)/*(r£) dt       (£ > 0). (11)

Proof. From the hypotheses, we may express <p = <p, -F <p2 where <pk G

9lt+,fc = 1,2,

<p(x) = <px(x),     \x\ < I,

for some / > 0,

= (p2(x),     \x\ > I,

and <p, has compact support while <p2 has an integrable bounded decreasing

radial majorant; i.e.

0 < <p2(x) < p(\x\)   Vx,
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O < p is decreasing on [0, oo) and U = /o"fd~'p(0 dt < + <x>. We can further

suppose (by a scale change if necessary) that <p*(co) > 0 where to denotes the

measure of the unit ball in Rd. (The next estimate of M9J is derived for the

sake of completeness; see [14, §2.2].) We may further suppose that p is left

continuous and use it to define the Borel measure ¡i on [0, oo) by p(t) =

fi[t, oo) (t > 0). Then for s > 0 and a suitable dimensional constant c:

f * tddn(t) < (2s)dp(s) <c [    td~\t) dt,
Js Js/2

and, taking s = 2", « = 0, ± 1, ±2, . . . , we get f£td dfi(t) < cU. Hence, by

the Fubini theorem, for each x G Rd and « > 0:

h-d[<p2(h-l(x-y))f(y)dy< f°° td rfu(i)('«r" f f(y)dy,
J J0 J\x-y\<th

so that MV2f(x) -» cUMJ(x), where o denotes the characteristic function of

the unit ball.

Clearly

MJ(x) < A/„,/(x) + MvJ(x) < MvJ(x) + cUMJ(x),

and a double application of Theorem 1 (Remark 2) with standard arguments

gives for each £ > 0 the estimate

(Ay )*(2£) < 2(X,/)*(£) + 2cU(MJ)*(i)

< A(<px) ¡X <px*(t)f*(tt) dt + A(<p2) f>(i£) dt
Jo Jo

< A(<px) r <p*(t)r(tt) dt + A(<p)r <p*(t)r(tt) dt
Jo Jo

where the obvious inequality <p*(0 < <p*(0 was used in the first integral while

the second requires only the assumed positivity of <p*(w). The desired inequal-

ity follows from the estimate cp*(t) < q>*(t/2) (t > 0) and obvious substitu-

tions.

Remark 4. From the discussion in Remark 1 it is clear that the inequality

of Theorem 3 is trivial when <p* is not integrable at zero. That the inequality

cannot hold when <p* is locally but not globally integrable on [0, oo) is shown

by taking/= a. Then the integral in (11) is J%/(y*(t) dt which is finite for

£ > 0 by assumption.

On the other hand,

f <p(y)f(x - hy)dy = f <p(y) dy
■> J\h-1x-y\<h-i

and for each x for which |x| < 1, the latter integral can be made for

sufficiently small « as near / q>(y) dy = + oo as desired. Hence (Ay)*(£) =

+ oo on an open interval and this violates the inequality.
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For integrable <p* ¥= 0, it follows that A(<p) > 1. Indeed we may suppose

/"»* = 1, and then with / = a as above, clearly MJ(x) < 1 everywhere

while MJ(x) = 1 for |x| < 1. Hence for some £ > 0,

(MJ)*($ = 1 < A(<p)Ç <p*(/)/*(í£) dt < A(<p).

The same discussion is also applicable to LJ (see Theorem 2).

4. Limitations of the maximal inequality. As we have just shown, integrabil-

ity of <p* (or <p) is necessary for the maximal inequality of Theorem 3 to hold

and be nontrivial. That integrability alone does not suffice is illustrated by

the following counterexample in R1 in which <p and /are taken to be even step

functions on (- oo, + oo); the nonzero values of <p are bounded and decrease

but not rapidly enough to admit an integrable <p, while those of / grow just

rapidly enough to force Ay = + oo. Specifically, we have

Proposition 4. Let p(x) be defined, positive and increasing for x > x0 > e3

with the additional limiting properties that as x —* + oo:

(i) p(x)/(log2 x log2+ex) t» oo for some e > 0,

(ii) p(x)/log3 x decreases to zero,

(iii)p(x+ l)/p(x)^l.

Then there exist integrable even nonnegative step functions <p with <p(x) <

2x"'p(x) (x > x0), and f, for which LJ(x) = + oo Vx G R while /£>*/* <

+ oo, so that the maximal inequalities of Theorems 2 and 3 fail V£ > 0.

Proof. For positive integers n > n0 > x0 set 8(n) = (p(n)loç? «)"' and

define

<p(x) = <p(|x|) = «_1p(«),        |x| G[« - 8(n),n + 0(h)],

= 0   otherwise.

Here «0 is to be chosen large enough to have 0 < <p < 1, 8(n) < \, n8(n) > 1

and <p(«) < 2(« + 1) when « > n0; these conditions assure for <p the proper-

ties required for the proposition. Similarly for « > 0 set

/W = 7X1*1) = c(n)en,       \x\ G [« - e~n, n + *""],

= 0   otherwise,

where c(n) > 0 is to be chosen to have 2„c(«) < + oo while «c(«) log1+en -»

+ oo (e.g., c(n) = (n log1 +e/2n)" '). Since 0 < <¡p < 1, <p* < 1 ; and for £ > 0:

fOO<P*(0/,(^)^<rir°O/* = 4£-12 c(n)< +oo.
•'O •'O n

On the other hand, by Dirichlet (or continued fractions) for each x > 0,

there are infinitely many integers q > n0 such that qx = p + q ~ '0 for some

nonnegative integer p and \6\ < 1. For each such q, let « = n(q) =

[log(q/8(q))] so that q~l < 8(q) < qe~". Then when q is so large that
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(n(q) - x)q > n0 + 1, it follows that nq - p > n0 for p = p(q) as above.

Hence for « = q~l, utilizing the symmetry of <p there follows the lower

estimate:

MJ(x) >  r   <p(t - qx)f(t/q) dt
•'-oo

> S(nq)9(nq)f(n) = c(n)en/ (nq lo^nq)),

since tp(t — qx) = q>(nq — p) > <p(nq) on a subinterval of length S(nq) < S(q)

< qe~n subordinate to the interval of length 2qe~" on which f(t/q) = /(«).

(Observe that the relevant intervals supporting <p and / have centers differing

by|0/<7|<<7-' <qe'n)

Since en*x > q/S(q), the right side of the above inequality exceeds

I  c(«)p(g)log2 q  _ c(n)n log'+t« p(q)

e      « lo^nq) * log2 q log2+e 9

where we have utilized the hypotheses on p together with the definition of

n(q) to get the asymptotic formula on the right which approaches + 00 with q

by the assumed conditions on p and c.

Since Ay is even, it follows that MJ(x) = + 00 Vx. However because the

« selected \ 0 as q -» + 00, the same proof shows that LJ(x) = 4- 00 Vx.

Remark 5. A possible choice for p in the proposition is p(x) = log2"1"'*,

x > x0 (0 < e < 1). However, it seems difficult to achieve p(x) = log2x, while

the choice p(x) = 1 cannot provide a counterexample through the arguments

used in this construction. Indeed, the lower estimate for MJ(x) requires that

with 2y(«) = |<:/(0 = /(«)|, we must have 8(nq) < 2<7y(m); hence

8(nq)<p(nq)f(n) < 2«-'/(«)y(«) < 2/(«)y(«),

which must -» 0 as « —> + 00 whenever/is integrable.

5. <p-continuity almost everywhere.

Definition. If <p G 9H+ with compact support and /¿"«p* = 1, we say that

/ G 911 is (left) ^-continuous at x G Rd when |/(x)| < + 00 and

lim   f <p(y)\f(x - hy) - f(x)\ dy = 0;

it follows that

lim h~df <p(y/h)f(x - hy) dy =/(x).

In this section we will employ the maximal inequality of Theorem 2 to

investigate <p-continuity a.e. Recall that the maximal integral /oty*(0/*(i£) dt

is finite for £ > 0 iff ¡Q<p*f* < + 00 (Remark 1). On the other hand Lorentz

has shown [10] that
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Av = A^={/G<3H:y/)=Jo°V/*< +ooj

forms a rearrangement invariant Banach space with rearrangement invariant
def    >

norm \. Since $(£) = /0<p* > 0 when £ > 0 (and /¿"<p* = 1), we have the

useful estimate

/»(£) < (*(£))- ' jf£ <p*/* < \,(/)/$(£)       (£ > 0). (12)

It follows that each / G A^, is finite a.e. and each set {|/| > t) has finite

measure. Standard approximation techniques show that the continuous func-

tions are dense in A .

Theorem 4. Eachf G A,, is a.e. (left) <p-continuous.

Remark 6. Since A^ is rearrangement invariant we also obtain (right)

(p-continuity a.e., where/(x -I- y) replaces/(x — y).

Proof. The assertion is trivial if /is itself continuous a.e.; otherwise from

the above discussion we may express / = \p + g where \¡i is continuous with

compact support and \(g) is controllably small. Then

üf(x) =   Ihn"   f <p(y)\f(x - hy) - f(x)\ dy
h\0   J

< ßtHx) + ßg(x) = fig(x)

< (Ljg\)(x) + \g\(x).

Hence for 0 < £ < 1, we have from Theorem 2, Remark 1 and (12) that

(fl/)*(2£) < 2(L„|g|)*(£) + 2g*(£) < 2£"\(g) + (2\,(g)/$(£))

which -h> 0 as \(g) -> 0 for each fixed £ > 0. Thus (ñ/)* = 0 so that ß/ = 0

a.e. and the theorem is proven.

Remark 7. For each p > 0, the same techniques can be used to show that

each function in

A£=   {f e VI: f%*(ry < +oo)

is a.e. œ-continuous in the mean of order/»: i.e.,

|/0)| < +00 and lim   f <p(y)\f(x - hy) - f(x)\" dy = 0.
A\,0  J

6. Maximal inequalities of weak-type for positive operators. It is obvious

from the definition given in the preceding section that if / is a.e. (p-continu-

ous, then so is each translate of /; since the pioneering work of Kolmogorov

[9], it has been recognized that pointwise a.e. convergence in the presence of

suitable invariance with translation provides a means of supplying a family of

operators with uniform estimates of weak-type. In this section we shall
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explore the consequences of a.e. (^-continuity from this point of view.

Since it is sufficient to study the local behavior of the nonnegative func-

tions on R**, we introduce

?P+ = (/ G 91t+ : /is multiperiodic with unit periodic in each coordinate},

and let \E\j = \E D I\ for each periodic measurable set E.

By examining relevant properties of A^, and X^, introduced in the previous

section, we are led to consider an abstract pair (A+, X) with the following

properties:

(1) A+ is a subset of <3>+ which is closed under translation and multiplica-

tion by positive scalars.

(2) A is a nonnegative real valued function on A+ which is homogeneous

and translation invariant.

(3) A+ is order complete with respect to X in the following sense: If

/„ G A+, « = 1, 2, ... , and 2„a(/,) < + oo, then 3 F G A+ such that each

f„<F a.e., n = 1, 2, ... ; i.e., the /„ have an a.e. upper bound in A+. A

simple example is furnished by A+ = 9* n L¡o<iR) ^tn A(/) = ///• Ob-

serve that A+ is not required to have an additive structure.

We also abstract the corresponding uncountable family of operators re-

quired to describe (p-continuity (see (4)) and assume that to each « G (0, 1)

there is assigned an operator Th: A+ —» 9+ which is homogeneous, commutes

with translations, and preserves order in the sense that when/,/ G A+ and

/ < / a.e. then TJ < TJ' everywhere. Moreover, it is required that for each

/ G A+, TJ(x) should be measurable in the pair (x, h).

It then follows that for each S G (0, 1), the functions defined pointwise by

T0f(x) = ess sup TJ(x)
h<S

and
Tf(x) = lim 7y(x) = lim ess sup TJ(x)

*^o A\,0

are in 91t+, when "ess" means that «-sets of measure zero are neglected.

[Indeed, for a.e. x: TJ(x) is measurable in «, and thus so is xT(x, w)> tne

characteristic function of the set {(x, h): 7)/(x) > t}, for every t > 0; but for

each 8 G (0, 1),

{x: Tgf(x) < t} agrees a.e. with j x:  f   Xr(x> h) dh = 0\

which is measurable by Fubini. Thus TJ is measure as is 7/ = ]in\n^aaTx/J.]

Theorem 5. Let (A+, X) and Th, Ts, T be as specified above, and suppose that

for each / G A + , Tf is finite on a set of positive measure; then there exist

constants 8 G (0, 1) and A > 0 such that for allf G A+ and t > 0:

|V>t|/<^t-iX(/).
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Remark 8. The operators Th need not be linear, or even sublinear, nor is

there any explicit requirement of continuity. However, they are positive and

the conclusion shows that for « < 8, they must be in fact uniformly continu-

ous (at 0) in measure with respect to X. The proof which follows is a

modification of an argument in [12].

Proof. If the conclusion is false, then by homogeneity for 8„ = 1/« and

An - «2, 3/„ G A+ with E„ = {TKfn > 1} and \En\j > n2X(fn) for each « =

1, 2, 3, .... By repetitions if necessary we can suppose that SJ-EJ/ = + oo

while 2„PnX(fn) < + oo for positive numbers pn 71 + oo as « —* oo. From a

result of Kolmogorov and Stein [13], it follows that for suitable choice of

yn G 7, a.e. x is contained in an infinite number of the "left" translates of the

sets En byj>,,.

Set g„(x) = fn(x + yn) and observe that from homogeneity 2 nX(pngn) =

^„p„X(gn) < + oo, so that by the assumed completeness of A+, 3 F GA+

vfithpng„ < F a.e., « = 1, 2,-

The hypotheses imply that for some positive integer k we have TStF < k on

a set E of positive measure. Hence, for « < 8„ < 8k, and x G E:

(T,j>Jm)(x + y„) = (7>ngJ(x) < ThF(x) < k,

so that p„(Tsf„)(x + yn) < k when « > k, x G E. But this contradicts the

fact that for a.e. x, (TsJn)(x + y„) > I for infinitely many values of « while

p„/> + oo.

Remark 9. The inequality of Theorem 5 may be expressed in the following

equivalent form:

\Taf> l\,<AX(f),   V/GA+;

in this form the theorem would also hold if X instead of being homogeneous

satisfies on A+ say an inequality the form X(af) < apX(f) (a > 0) for some

fixed p > 0. Moreover, the operators Th could be defined only for « in a

Borel set 77 C (0, 1) on which there is a Borel measure ft such that /t((0, 5] n

77) > 0 when S > 0, providing that for each/ G A+, TJ(x) remains measur-

able with respect to the pair (x, h). In particular, the theorem would hold for

a sequence of operators, the usual domain of theorems of this type (see, e.g.,

[17, p. 165]; [7], [13]).

7. Optimal conditions for a.e. (p-continuity. It is desirable to find maximal

function spaces of a.e. (p-continuous functions. Since a.e. (p-continuity is

clearly a local property when tp has compact support, it suffices to restrict the

functions to the standard open unit cube J = (0, l)d C Rd. However for

intrinsic technical reasons, the sufficiency argument of §5 and the necessity

theorem of §6 are best formulated on <31t+ and <3>+ respectively. In this

section we will bring them to bear simultaneously on the local question of a.e.

(p-continuity.
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Let cy¡L+(J) denote the nonnegative measurable functions on J which are

assumed to be extended to zero elsewhere and set AJ(J) = A^, n 91t+(./)

which by Theorem 4 contains only a.e. qp-continuous functions.

The pair (A+(J), X^) has the properties which can be stated as follows for

the abstract pair (A/, Xj):

Aj C <dfi+(J) is closed under multiplication by positive scalars and equi-

measurable rearrangement within J, and is complete with respect to the

homogeneous rearrangement invariant functional \y. AJ —>[0, oo) in the

sense of §6. [When (Aj, Xj) = (A* (7), XJ), this last condition is verified as

follows:

If /„ G A;(J), « = 1,2,..., and l„\(f„) < + oo then F = 2Jn is
clearly an upper bound for the/„ and it is in A+(J) since

(X<p*F*=    lim    /%'(S/.|*<2V/.)
•'0 JV-> + oo   ^o \   1 / «

by monotone convergence and standard arguments.]

Now, we would like to use Theorem 5 to assert that the largest such AJ of

a.e. (p-continuous functions is A+(J). This is at least the case in dimension

one for functions <p which are increasing on J = (0, 1). In particular, it is the

case for <p(r) = a(l — f)a_1 on J (0 < a < 1) which corresponds to the Ca

continuity discussed in the introduction.

Theorem 6. Let <p G 91L+(/) be increasing on J = (0, 1) with /¿çj = 1, and

(AJ, Xj) be a pair as described above. Then if the functions in AJ are a.e.

^-continuous,

Aj Q AJ(J )   and   3 a constant A > 0

such that

\(g)<AXj(g)   VgGAy+.

Proof. Let A+ denote the class of periodic extensions (/) of the restric-

tions to y of the functions/, G AJ. Then since AJ is closed under rearrange-

ments within J, it follows that A+ is closed under translations. Moreover

defining X(f) = Xj(fj), / G A+, it is seen that the pair (A+, X) has the

properties required for Theorem 5, as do the operators Th: <3'+ -* ^P+ defined

for « G 7 by

TJ{x) = (' <p(y)f(x -hy)dy = h-i(h <p(y/h)f(x - y) dy.
Jo Jo

The joint measurability is a consequence of Fubini, and, in addition, the a.e.

continuity of <p makes TJ lower semicontinuous in « (Fatou). Thus for each

8 G7,/G A+:

TJ = ess sup TJ = sup TJ.
h<8 h<S
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Finally, the hypothesized a.e. ip-continuity of the functions in Aj assures

that of their periodic extensions in A+, and hence, the finiteness a.e. of

Tf =lim^0 TJ for each/ G A + .

Theorem 5 is applicable and provides a 8 G J for which supÄ<Ä TJ is

finite a.e. for/ G A+, and thus for a.e. x G (0, 8):

[ ' <P(1 - t)fj(t) dt= f\(l- t)f(tx) dt

= TJ(x)<TJ(x)< +0O,

or since tp is increasing on J while/7 e A/"» f°r ae- ■* e (0> ̂ ):

/*' <p*(0#(0 ¿' < (' <P*(t)J7(tx) dt < 7y^(x) < +oo

where /*  devotes the periodic extension of fi.

Thus a; ç a;(j).
Next, utilizing the full conclusion of Theorem 5, 3A > 0 such that if

0 < t < A^/,) for some/, G Aj, we have from the above inequalities

• i
8 = x (0,8):  f  <p*(t)fi(tx) dt >

<\TJ*pct>r\,<AT-lX(rpet).

Thus

t < /1¿T'A(/^r) = AS -%(fi) = A8-%(fj)

and the proof is completed by allowing r 7* XJfj).

For (¡p as in Theorem 6, the Banach space

A^/)={/g9H:|/|gA;(./)}

is "strongly rearrangement invariant" in the sense that a measurable / G

Ay(J) iff f* G A^(y). This concept extends to Banach function spaces, B, and

their norms: for measurable/,/ G B iff/* G B, ||/|| = ||/*||, respectively.

Corollary 7. // B is a strongly rearrangement invariant Banach space of

a.e. ^-continuous functions on J = (0, 1) (where <p is as in Theorem 6) on which

there is a strongly rearrangement invariant norm inducing a topology stronger

than convergence in measure, then

B Q A^(J)and3A > 0such that \(f) < A\\f\\,   V/G B.

Proof. A/ = fin 9H+(7) and Ày(/) = ||/|| for/ G AJ provide a pair to

which Theorem 6 is applicable. [The completeness property requires the

observation that if /„ G AJ, « = 1,2,..., and 2J|/„|| < + oo, then F =

"ZJn G B and the summation can also be interpreted pointwise a.e. since

norm convergence => convergence in measure.] Thus for each /£i:j*£

AJ C A¿(7) and so/ G A^(J). Similarly 3 A > 0 for which \(f) = \(fi)

< A\\r\\ = A\\f\\.
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Note. With additional continuity assumptions on the Th this corollary could

be established directly by appropriate modifications of the arguments of

Stein. (See [12].)

Remark 10. The preceding one dimensional results admit some multidi-

mensional extensions. Denoting the <p of Theorem 6,by (p,, it is straightforward

to verify that Theorem 6 holds in dimension d when <p(x) = <px(xx) in

/ = (0, l)d and is zero otherwise, since for / G A+, the function fi(x) =

(fj)*(xx) in J and zero elsewhere is a rearrangement of /, and thus the one

dimensional techniques apply.

Similarly, when <px increases on J and <p(x) = (P](|x|) while/ is a positive

radially decreasing function on the unit ball S, which vanishes elsewhere,

then analogous techniques in polar coordinates for 0 < « = |x| < 1, yield the

lower estimate

MJ(x) > af «Pf(/■"'VW*!*) dr

so that

(Ay )*(£) > af <pt(t1/d)r(tt) dt       (0 < £ < to)

for an appropriate dimensional constant a, where w is the measure of the unit

ball. It follows that when tp, increases so slowly that <p*(t1^d) > c<p*(t), then

AJ(S) (respectively, A^S)) are again optimal in the sense of Theorem 6

(respectively, Corollary 7), and the maximal inequality of Theorem 1 is

optimal in the sense that the order of the right side is correct. In particular,

this is the case when <p, = 1 in (0, 1) which corresponds to the multidimen-

sional Hardy-Littlewood maximal function; however our constant, a, is

smaller than that obtained by Walker [15].

Efforts to date to extend these results to more rapidly increasing tpx have

not been successful and it may be that in such cases there is a smaller

maximal integral than fô<P*(t)f*(tO dt.
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